
INTEGRATERT CORE ENGINE 

for Enterprises

The IntegrateRT Core Engine receives and processes the one-way unprocessed RTLS feed from RTLS 
hardware for all tags and sensors. The engine provides several key features, including:

INTEGRATERT FOR ENTERPRISES ALSO OFFERS THE FOLLOWING CONNECTORS: 

LOCATION ENABLING FOR EHRS

The location-enabling connector provides a two-way interface for EHRs with IntegrateRT for tag 
association, dissociation, and location updates as they occur in real time. This also includes 
advanced masking that enables changes in deployed location sensors to occur without having to 
re-map them in the EHR. All changes are invisible to the EHR and only occur in IntegrateRT, saving 
the double-entry management that would otherwise be required any time a location sensor 
was changed.

OUTBOUND BROADCAST (PATIENT ASSOCIATION/DISASSOCIATION) REQUIRES WORKFLOWRT

The outbound broadcast connector provides the broadcasting of patient association and 
dissociation messages with Prompt.Health products or other products that are able to consume 
these messages. It broadcasts the patient name and MRN coming into the IntegrateRT HL7v3 RTLS 
Connector out to the receiving applications. It also verifies there is an acknowledgement from each 
receiving application to ensure data integrity among the applications being synchronized. 

OPTIMIZE THE RTLS DATA IN YOUR
RTLS PRODUCTS AND EHRS WITH 
INTEGRATERT FOR ENTERPRISES

• Core mechanisms for listening and message 
   queuing with each of the various connectors
   to other systems 

• Filters updates from hardware that do not 
   have location changes associated with them,   
   enabling only the updates that matter to 
   your system 

PATIENT SCHEDULING REQUIRES WORKFLOWRT

The patient scheduling connector listens for four different types of SIU (scheduling information 
unsolicited) messages coming from the EHR: appointment booking, appointment scheduling, 
appointment modification, and appointment cancellation. It then maintains a database of patient 
appointments in sync with any HL7v2-compliant EHR and provides an outbound broadcast to all 
consuming applications of the ADT data, such as the WorkflowRT patient workflow solution. The 
appointment-related fields are then available for use in the receiving apps as a part of this 
interface, assuming the receiving apps have the ability to consume and display these types of  
fields in their user interface. (Outbound Broadcast or Location Enabling for EHRs is required for 
this connector)
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